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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let (Q, JZ/, P) be a probability space and 1 <s< CC. If IWk is endowed 
with the euclidean norm, denote by 2’JQ, &‘, P, iw”) the system of all 
.&‘-measurable X: Q --f [Wk with /IXJ/,, < “o, where 11X11 ~ = (1 IX/” dP)‘!.’ for 
1 <s < cxi and l/Xl/ ,r = inf{ c > 0: 1x1 6 (’ P-a.e.}. 
Let X,, E SC: (9, .d, P, Iw”), n E N, be a sequence of independent and iden- 
tically distributed (i.i.d.) random vectors with positive definite covariance 
matrix V. Put S,T = (l/J%) V-“‘(C;=, (X,.- P[X,])), where P[X,] = 
j X, dP. Let G$ = cr(X, ,..., X,,) be the a-field generated by X, ,..., X,. If cp E 9, 
(Q, .d. P, IF!), let 
d,(cp, .d,) := infj 11~ - i,!li, : Ic/ ,&,-measurable}, 
the )/ /I,-distance of cp from the subspace Y,((sz, .G$, P, R). 
Let @ be the distribution function of the standard normal distribution in 
R. According to a well-known theorem of Renyi we have for each cp E 9, 
(Q, .d. P, RI, 
In this paper we investigate convergence rates of these expressions. In [4, 
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Corollary 31, it was shown that, for i.i.d. X,, E Y3(L?, ~2, P, R) and cp = 1 R 
with BE d. we have 
d,(q, dn) = O(n- “*(lg n)“) 
=>suplP[li.s~,,icp]-~(t)P[~]I=O(n~”’); p< -; 
reR 
= O(n ‘;* Ig Ig n); [I= -4 
= O(n l’2(lg n)” + i2); B> -1, 
these convergence rates being optimal. It seems desirable to obtain the 
implication (I) for more general functions cp than indicator functions. If, 
e.g., cp is a density of a probability measure Q / d with respect to P 1 sat’, 
implication (I) yields a convergence order for supr t w / Q( S,* d t) - @( t)l. 
Unfortunately implication (I) is not true any more for arbitrary densities cp: 
Example 1 shows that even if d,(cp, ~$4,) = 0 for all n E N and X, is standard 
normally distributed, implication (I) “extremely” fails. It turns out that we 
need suitable moment conditions for q and A’,, to guarantee implication (I). 
We prove that (I) holds if cp E LZr( R) and X, E LYY(R) where r = cc if s = 3 
and r > 1 + l/(s - 3) if s > 3. Example 5 shows that these moment con- 
ditions are essentially optimal. We prove our result for @‘-valued X, and 
replace, moreover, 1 , s* c r) = l( -L.rl /I n c, S,T by ,f = S,* with BerryyEsseen 
functions f: Rk + [ - 1, l] (see Theorem 4). This result yields, e.g., con- 
vergence rates for 
SUP SUP lQ(2 E Cl - @o,,(C)I 
gcs CE% 
where 2 is a family of p-measures dominated by P, 9? is the class of all con- 
vex measurable sets of Rk, and d),,, is the standard normal distribution of 
R“ (see Corollary 6). Furthermore we prove a corresponding result 
(Theorem 7) using the II )/,-distance 
d,( cp, .4) := inf{ (1 cp ~ Ic/ I/ r : $ &:,-measurable ) 
instead of the 11 // ,-distance d,(cp, .z&). Examples show that the convergence 
rates in this theorem as well as the moment conditions are optimal. We 
often write P(S,* < t, cp) instead of P[ 1 is;Gli,~l and @o,,Cfl instead of 
sf(x) Qi,,(dx). Furthermore F,,(x) = P(Sz d x>, x E Rk, denotes the dis- 
tribution function of S,*. If A’, E YJQ, A, P, Rk) has positive definite 
covariance matrix V. we write 
p,, := P[I v 1.‘qx, - P[X,])(‘]. 
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If we write c = c( ., ., ) the parameters in the bracket are the only 
parameters the constant (c > 0) depends upon. 
In Section 2 we present our Results, in Section 3 we prove the Theorems 
of Section 2, and in Section 4 we prove the counterexamples of Section 2. 
Section 5 contains all auxiliary lemmata. 
2. THE RESULTS 
The following Example 1 shows that implication (I) does not hold for all 
q E Y,(sz, d, P, [WI. 
1. EXAMPLE. Let X,,, n E N, be i.i.d. and standard normally distributed 
in 1w. Then there exists 0 d cp E 9, such that 
(i) d,(% 4)=0 for all n E N 
and 
1 
(ii) Ip(~,*~O~~)-~(0)PC~ll~c(lgn)” n 3 3. 
To formulate our results we need the following definition. 
2. DEFINITION. Let X,, E sf(Q, &‘, P, lRk), no N, be i.i.d. A function 
,jR”+[-1, l] is a Berry-Esseen function iff f is Borel-measurable and 
C’f 
f(ax + h )(F,, - @,,,)(d-xl G -7 for O<a<l,h~[W~, 
Jn 
where c, = c(,J P r X, ). 
3. Remurk. Let X,,E 6p(Q, ~2, P, rWk), HE FV, be i.i.d. with positive 
definite covariance matrix. 
(i) IffiiW”-+ I-1, l] is a Lipschitz function (i.e., If(x)-f(y))< 
c 1.~ - .)I), then ,f is a Berry--Esseen function with c, = c(k). c. p3 (see [ 1, 
Theorem 17.8, p. 1731). 
(ii) Iff‘:= l,., with Cc iw” convex and Borel-measurable, then f is a 
BerryyEsseen function with c, = c(k). p3 (see [l, Corollary 17.2, p. 1651). 
4. THEOREM. Let A’,,E~~(O, ,d, P, [w”), nE N, he i.i.d. with positive 
de$nitr covariance matrix, where 3 < s < x. Let H c Y,(Q, JZ?, P, [w) with 
supVe H jlqil) < ;5. A.wmr that r = ~zt if’ .s = 3 und r > I + 1 ,‘(.s ~ 3 ) if’ .s > 3. 
Lrt .F he u ,fbmily of’ BtwJ* ~E.wem ,fimctions j: R” -+ [ - 1, 1 ] \qith sup, i i 
c, < cx. Then SUP,~, , rf,(cp, ,g,) = O(n “(lg n)“) impli~~.s 
sup I P[(.f‘ s,T )V] - @o.,l.f'l fTv1 I 
, <- r .,,I FI, 
= O(n ' '); x=$./i< --4 
= O(n “l&l&n); 2=4,/i= -; 
= O(n 1 ‘(lgIl)“‘3’); r=$./,> -$ 
= O(n “(lg n)“+ “): o<x<; 
The convergence rates of the preceding Theorem are optimal. This can 
be seen from Examples, given in 141, where even H = i 1 R) for some fixed 
BE.&,.F= (1, , ,(), ), k = I, and X,, E 9, E xample 5 will show that the 
moment assumptions on CJJ and X,, in Theorem 4 are essentially optimal. 
A thorough examination of the proof of the r/,-inequality of Section 2 
shows that if r = I + I/(.v - 3) (s > 3) Theorem 4 also holds for the follow- 
ing cases: O<a<: and [~EIW; r=4 and fl< -s/2; z=$ and 
j> -s/2. l,‘(s-2). 
We do not know whether it holds for the remaining case, i.e., r = $ and 
-.si2 < /j < -s/2. l/(.s- 2). The following example shows that for 
r < 1 + I/(X ~ 3) (s > 3) all four convergence orders given in Theorem 4 
cannot be achieved any more. This example works with k = I, 
,B= {I, ,.Ol), and H= ((PI. 
5. EXAMPLE. Let .V > 3 and r < 1 + I/(.v - 3). There exist i.i.d. 
X,,EY,(R),nEN. a function KEYS, and ?I,~? with O<s, <$<T~ such 
that 
(i) d,((p, ,@:,)= O(n ‘l), and 
(ii) IP(SX d 0, q) - (D(0) P[(p]I > cn ‘I for sufficiently large n. 
This example shows that if r < 1 + Ij(s- 3) the convergence results of 
Theorem 4 are not true for each pair (c(, /I) with CI = $, /j E R and for each 
(~,b) with z, <a<$,fi~R. 
6. COROLLARY. Let X,, E Y,(ll, .d, P, IX’). nE N, he i.i.d. with positicc 
definite covariuncr matrix where 3 < .Y < z. Let 4<1 P hc u ,fhmil?, of 
p-measures with densities (po, Q E 9, .such that supa t , 11 ‘poll I < 5~. A.wm~r 
thatr=cr. ~fs=3undr>l+1/(.s-3)if.s>3. Thensupoi~,d,(cpa,.~,,)= 
O(n “(lg n)“) implies 
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suPyt,X C’I. lQ(s,T~C)-@W(C)I 
= O(n ’ ‘); cc=;, p< -g 
= O(n ‘21gl&n); z=f,[j= -2 
= O(n ’ ‘(lg n)/fi 1’): sc=i.[l> -g j 
= O(n “(lg n)“+“); o<r<+ 
inhere % is the qlstem of’ all Bore/-meusuruhle comes subsets qf’ [Wk. 
Corollary 6 follows directly from Theorem 4 with H = { ‘ps : Q E J ) and 
.F= (1,: CE+?}. Observe that .5” is a family of BerryyEsseen functions 
with sup{c,:f’~,F) < cc (see Remark 3). 
Another application of Theorem 4 works with H= { qa: Q E 2) and 
9 = {,f}, where f is a bounded Lipschitz function (see also Corollary 10). 
In the following we use the /I )I,-distance d,(cp, x&) instead of d,(cp, %dn). 
Obviously d,(cp, c&fl) < d,(q, <g,); hence the assumption d,(cp, .ti*) = 
O(n “(lg n)“) is stronger than the assumption d,(cp, x$) = O(n “(lg n)“). 
If, however, d,(cp, &,,) = O(d,(cp, x&)) = O(n “(lg n)“), then the following 
Theorem yields better convergence rates under weaker moment conditions 
than Theorem 4. 
7. THEOREM. Let A’,, E Y,(l2, .d, P. Rk), n E N, he i.i.d. ntith positive 
dejinite cot:ariunce matrix ltjhere 3 <J < x. Let H c -rP,(sZ, sd, P, R) lvith 
sup c,,EH l~q~I,< ‘cc, w,here r= 1 + l/(s-- 1) (i.e., l/r+ l/s= 1). Let B he a 
furnil?, qf Berry-Esseen ,finctions,f: Rh -+ [ - 1. 1 ] with supr F ,p c, < CC. Then 
sup,,,,,,, d,(q, .4,) = O(n “(lg n)‘J) implies 
sup IPlW Xhl - @o.Lf‘l P[vlI 
I F 9.q t tf 
=O(n I’); cc=+,p< -I 
= O(n ’ ’ lg lg n); G(=+,p= -1 
= O(n ’ ‘(lg n)l’+ ‘): a=$,fl> -1 
= O(n ‘(lg n)“); O<r<$. 
The following Example shows that the convergence rates in Theorem 7 
are optimal (even if k= 1, H= (cp)-, and .F= {l, ,,,1)). 
8. EXAMPLE. Let X,, E .Y?( Iw), n E N, be i.i.d. with positive variance and 
let r 3 1. Assume that P IX, = P ( -X,) and that P. X, is nonatomic. 
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Then there exists a function cp = ~p,,,~ E ,Yr( aB) such that 
(i) acp, 4,) = wn “(k n)“). 
and 
(ii) I~(~,T~O,cp)-@(O)~[cpll 
3c.n “Iglgn; if 2=4,/I= -I 
> c n ’ ‘( lg n)” + ’ : if x=4. [j> -1 
3 c. n “(lg n)“; if O<a<i 
for sufficiently large n 
The next Example shows that the moment conditions on cp and X, in 
Theorem 7 cannot be weakened. 
9. EXAMPLE. Let s 3 3 and 1 < Y < 1 + l!/(s - 1). Then there exist i.i.d. 
X,, E Y,( [w), n E N, a function 0 < cp E sV,( iw), and r with 0 < ‘I < 4 such that 
(i) d,(cp, S&)-O for all nE N and 
(ii) IP(S,* do, cp)- @to) PCqll 3 cn ’ for, sufficiently large n s FV. 
10. COROLLARY. Let A’,, E 9,(!2, .c/, P, IR’), n E N, he i.i.d. ttith positive 
definite covariance matri.v where 3 d 5 < x. Ler 4 6 P be a ,family of 
p-measures with densities qa, Q E 9, .such that supgI _, Ilqoll r < m, uahere 
l/r+ l/s= 1. 
Then supa, 1 d,(cp,, c’ d ) = O(n “(lg n)“) implies that jar each Lipschitz ,, 
functionf: Rk+ [-1. I] 
sup lQ[f’~s,Tl-~~.,[.fll=O(n I’); x=$,/l< -1 
yts 
= O(n ’ ’ Ig lg n); r=+, /I== -1 
= O(n “(lgn)“+‘); x=+./l> -1 
= O(n “(lg n)“); O<x<i. 
Corollary 10 follows directly from Theorem 8 with H = [ ‘pU: Q E 1) and 
B = {f }. Observe that a Lipschitz function is a Berry-Esseen function (see 
Remark 3). 
Another application of Theorem 8 works with H = (qa: Q E 9) and 
9 = { 1 ‘.: C c [Wk convex and measurable ) (see also Corollary 6). 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
In this section we prove two inequalities which directly imply our main 
results of Section 2, namely, Theorem 4 and Theorem 7. 
(A) d,-INEQUALITY. Let X,, E -U,( R”), n E iW, he i.i.d. with positive definite 
covariance matrix V, where 3 < s < co. Let cp E Yr( R) with r = CC ifs = 3 and 
r> 1 + l/(.$-3) ifs>3. Let fi R” + [ - 1, l] he a Berry-Esseen function. 
Then there exists a constant L’ = c(r, .s, k) such that ,for all j d n/2 
where c, is the constant occurring in the definition of a Berry-Esseen 
function. 
Proof: W.1.g. we may assume that P[X,] = 0 and V = I; otherwise con- 
sider V-“‘*(X, - P[X,]), n E N. 
Put E, := d,(cp, J&) = inf( 11~ - $11, :$ dV-measurable}. According to 
Shintani and Ando [5] there exist .g,-measurable functions cp,,: Sz + R! with 
Now let j and n with j < n/2 be fixed. Put 
m(0) = 0, co= lIdI,. (2) 
If m(i) < j is defined let 
m(i+ l)=.j, if E, 3 +L,,) for m(i)<v<j (3) 
otherwise let 
m(i+l)=min{vE~:m(i)<v<j,E,,<{&,(,,). (4) 
According to the inductive definition of m(i) given in (2)-(4) we obtain 
l~klu{O} andO=m(O)<m(l)< ... <m(l)<m(l+l)=jwith 
I E”,(J) < ZE,,(, I ,t 1 <i<l (5) 
&“,(,) d 46, O<i<I,m(i)<v<m(i+l). (6) 
By (5) and (2) we have 
E,,,,,) d (l/4’) llcpll I> O<i<l. (7) 
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By (1) and (2) we have 
Let L(I1/) be the left side of the asserted formula. i.e., 
BY (8) we have cp=cp-cp,+CjTi tit,,,,,. 
Since I,f‘l < I this implies according to ( 1 ) 
In the following let c,, denote constants only depending on Y, s, and k. 
Since ,f is a Berry-Esseen function, we can apply Lemma 2 for each 
r = m(i). As I 6 m(i) 6 j d n/2 for i = I...., I+ 1 there consequently exists a 
constant C, such that 
As L(,) is 4,~ measurable, we obtain by (11) for 1 d i 6 I + 1 
U~,,,w) = lPC(W S,Tl 4,,,,) - @o.,l.f’l) tiW,,,Jl/ 
Put A,,:=jIS,*l>pf;‘J(s-1)klgv). For l<i<i+l we have 
(11) 
(12) 
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Hence we obtain from (12) for 1 <i</+ I 
Now we prove the three relations 
/+ I 
/iI 
(14) 
(If-51 
From (IO) and (13)-( 16) we obtain the assertion as 
J2 L.,!Il(Pll I <44c, lIdI, 
and 
where the last inequality follows from lqo/l, d /IcJ~/ r and p, 3 I. 
Ad (14). We have by (9) and (7) 
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Ad (15). Put o,,=,jIg(llf, x,,,,,,=P[I~,,,,,I], 1 <i<l+ 1, and 
s,, = 0 elsewhere. Using that a,,ip is decreasing, we have LI,, 6 C:=, (UJ’V) 
and hence 
(17) 
Ifm(i-l)<v<m(i)and l<i<l+l, wehaveaccordingto(9)and (5) 
Hence we have 
if m(i- l)<v<m(i) and I <i<l+ 1, then by (18) and (6) 
(19) 
if ~=m(i) and 2GiGl-t 1, then by (18) 
if v=m(l), then by (18) and (2) 
Now (17), (19), (20), and (21) imply (15). Therefore it remains to prove 
( 16). We prove (16) at first for the case s > 3 and hence r < x8. 
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Ad (16). Let Y’ fulfill l/r + l/r = 1 and s’ fulfill l/s + l/s = 1. As 
r > (.r - 2)/(.r - 3) we have 
r 
s>2+-- 
r-l’ 
1 < s’ < r; r’ < s ~ 2. (22) 
According to (22) there exists ‘Y E (0, I ) with 
.v’=r.l+(l-a)r and hence %=-&(I-.f)fz(O, I). (23) 
Let 1 <u < (4” “)l, then ,~&/4”” < 1. 
Now put 
We prove that 
Obviously (16), and (16)? imply (16). 
Ad ( 16), We have by Holder and Lemma 7 using the definition of M,] 
D 6 1 ~II~Z,~,;(r)ll, Il$m,,,llr,~ c,P:,’ 1 (&Y Il~mc,,ll.~~~ (24) 
it M” It M” 
As l/a > 1 and (l/x)‘= (l/cr)/( l/r- 1) = l/( 1 --I), we have according to 
Holder’s inequality and (23) 
Using (9) and (7) we obtain 
(25) 
By ( 1) and Lemma 5, we have llq, I/ r < 2 llqll,; hence (8) implies 
lI~m,,)l/r~411~ll,. (26) 
From (25), (26), and (23) we obtain 
From (24) and (27) we obtain 
Hence we have proved ( 16), 
Ad (16),. Using the Hiilder inequality we obtain from (26) 
EG 1 &G I/Xz,,,1 I, ,/,/ ilr ll~m,,,llr 
I c ,M , 
We have for ~32~ as { IYI dP<C,IzoPjIYl >\I)-- 
II sx 1 .,,,,I1 :: 
=2(.s-l)““(lgnz)“’ c P[ls~l>l”“‘(.~-l)‘l~~~) 
, t r”l 
and hence according to Lemma 6 
Therefore 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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and hence 
I I 
1 I 
6 (‘I?/), m(;)“’ 71 ?r’l I 2 (lg m(;))” I’) 7, 
Let 6=6(r,s):=(.s-2)/2r’-4. From (29) (30) and m(i)>u’we obtain 
As 6>0 (here we use for the first time r> 1 + l/(s-3)) and u> 1, (31) 
implies ( 16)2. Thus the result is proven for the case Y < JI. 
It remains to prove formula (16) for r = -z, .r = 3. Therefore, it suffices to 
prove (16), and (16)? with 
M,= (1 <id/+ l:m(i)<a’], M,= (l<i</+l:m(i)>u’) 
where 1 <u < 4’,‘. Since (16), follows by similar methods as for the case 
Y < ;c it remains to prove (16)?. Since 
we have to prove 
1 ,,‘% [ lX,,,l dPdc,y,. (32) 
li 11, - A,,,i,l 
For the dimension k = I relation (32) was proven in 14, proof of 
Theorem 2, formula (15)]. Let X,, := (X,,,, . . . . . X,,.h ), and S,T ,,,, := (l/A) 
C;;- , X ,,,,, for v = l,..., k. Since V= I, we have a(X,,,,) = 1 and 
/I~,, = P[ I X ,,,, I’] < p3. Consequently we have for 1’ = I,..., h- 
1 &T4 “( IZ,,,,., 
,e .w, 
Hence (32) follows from 
r- 
lS%,,l 1 4,nj,, G J” i: IS* ,,1,,,.vl 1 ;1s; ,,), ,I>,,::, Zlgm(rl/ 
v--I 
using i)3.v d P 3. 
This d,-Inequality (A) directly implies Theorem 4: Apply (A) to 
.j=.j(n) = [n,/lg n]. 
The following d,-Inequality implies Theorem 7: Put j=,j(n) = [n/2]. 
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(B) d,-INEQUALITY. Let X,, E Y,( R”), n E W, he i.i.d. with positice dejinite 
cocuriance matrix V, tvhere 3 6 .s < cc; and let cp E Y$( R ) rrhere I iS + 1 jr = I. 
Let ,f: R” + [ - 1, I ] be a Berr~~mE.sseen fu ction. Then there c.ui.st.s II con- 
stant c = c(s, k) such that for all j < n,!2 
where c, is the constant occurring in the d<finition of a Berry,- Esseen 
,function. 
Proof: The proof runs similarly as the proof of the d,-Inequality (A). 
Let P[X,] =O, V= I. 
There exist .$-measurable cp, : CJ + W with 
Let .j and n with j 6 n/2 be fixed. Put 
m(0) := 0, Gl := l/cpI/,’ (2) 
Define m(i) as in (A). Then (5)-(7) of (A) hold with (lcp//, instead of ll(pIl,. 
Define II/,,,,, and L(Ic/) as in (A). Then (9)-(12) hold, too. To prove the 
assertion it suffices to prove 
(14)’ 
(16)’ 
The proof of (14)’ runs as the proof of (14) in (A). To show (15)’ it suffices 
to prove 
(15)” 
The proof of (15)” runs as the proof of (15) in (A), if we put aI,= v,i. 
-~rn(ll = llti,,,,,,IIr. 
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Furthermore we obtain using the Holder inequality and Lemma 7 
Hence (16)’ follows from (15)“. 
4. PROOF OF THE EXAMPLES 
In this section we give the proofs of the live examples of Section 2. 
Proof qf Example 1. Let g(t)=(e”‘*/f(lg t)‘) lr?,Jt), TV R, and put 
‘p=gcX,. Then O<pcpE,(Q,.Cd, P, R) and d,(cp,.ti,,)=O for all HEN. It 
remains to prove (ii). Using Lemma 1 we obtain for n > 3 
=j2x g+w+~,,) P X,(d) 
Proof qf Example 5. There exist i.i.d. nonatomic X,,, n E N, with 
variance 1, such that P’-X, = Po( -X,) and P{X, > t}~. l/r’(lg t)’ for 
t + CC. Then X,,E 9,(R) and P[X,,] =O. As r < 1 + l/(s- 3) we have 
s < 2 + r/(r - I ) and hence there exists 6 with 
;<a<1 and ij(s-ry!(r- I))< 1. (1) 
By (1 ) there exists T* with 
;<T*<b 
x6(1 -r)+(r,+ l)r> I. 
(2) 
(3) 
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Then by (2) 
T, := T$h < f. (4) 
Let cp, :=(lgr)‘r”’ lr2+“lI+ _!.,)I and put u,=C,~ ,, cp,. At first we show 
that 
‘p E -if:( w ). (5) 
Since q, 3 0, 1’ E FU, are independent and .rci ~ (5 + 1 ) 3 0. according to [2, 
Lemma I, p. 3581, relation (5) is shown if we prove 
c P[gql< 7. (6) 
/cr. 
As 
relation (3) implies (6). 
Furthermore we have 
i.e., (i) holds. It remains to prove 
nonatomic Lemma 8 yields 
I,‘1 6 (‘1 
(ii). As P X, = P ( - X, ) and P X, is 
Now we show that for some V”E FV there holds 
To prove (8) we apply Lemma 3 with k=l,u=P, and B=(S:>u)= 
(X, 201 and we obtain for all 1’ with c(P X,)“‘<v<n’ “’ 
Q(O) P[q,.] - P(S,T GO, q> 1 
= (lg ,‘)2 ,t’<, ‘T‘+“(aqo) P{X, > Y“) -- P(S,T do, x, > I”‘] ) 
1 
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Since P{ X, > t } Y l/t”(lg t)’ this implies for vg < 1’ 6 H”~” with appropriate 
V(, E N 
i.e., (8) is shown. 
As O<z, + l-6 < 1 by (l), (2) we obtain from (7) and (8) for suf- 
ficiently large n 
i.e.. (ii) is fulfilled. 
Proof of Example 8. Let u = c(P- X,), where c( Pa Xr ) is the constant 
occurring in Lemma 3. Let cp = (P%,,~ :=C,,, N cp,, where cpv = (l/v’+“)(lg v)” 
1 :s: z (, j Then q E YF and 
< c & (lg v)“= O(n “(lg n)“). 
I > I, 
(1) 
Hence (i) is fulfilled. 
Applying Lemma 3 to v d n/2 A n/a2 and B = {S,* 3 u 1 E &,,, we obtain 
1 
=Ifl (lg v)” (Q(O) P(B)- P(S,T GO, B)) L’ 
Hence there exists c2 = c2( PC) X,) and v0 = v,(Pn X,) E N such that 
Q(O) P[cp,.l - P(S,* d 0, cp,.) 3 c2 -!- 1 (k v)” J I’ : 
if v,, < 1’ 6 [n/2 A n/a’] =: .j(n). This implies for sufficiently large n 
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c (@to) PIv,,l - 0% G 03 v,,)) 
r -= I’,, 
>cinm “‘Iglgn; ?=;,/I= -1 
3 c,n “‘(lg n)“+ ’ ; c!=f,j?> -1 (2) 
3 c3n “(lg n)il; o<z<+. 
As P X, = PC’ ( -X,) and PC’ X, is nonatomic we have by Lemma 8 
P(S,T < 0, S,? 3 a) d 4 P(S,T >/ a) and therefore 
@(O)P[q,,]-P(S,T<O,cp,,)30 forall v,nEN. (3) 
Hence (2) and (3) directly imply (ii). 
Proof qf‘E,xample 9. Let X,,, n E N, be i.i.d. such that POX, has density 
p(t) = (c,/ltl”‘[lgItl]‘) 1 r2,r ,(ltl) with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 
Then X,,E YV(R) and P[X,,] =O, II E N. Let g(t)= tr’rl 12,mj(t) and put 
Cp=g’X,. Then O<cpEPxR) and d,( q, d,) = 0, n E N. Put 
T, :=$. (s - s/r), then 0 < r, < $. Hence it suffices to prove 
-1, 
Q(O) P[q] - P(S,T 6 0, cp) 3 c b for sufficiently large n. (1) 
Using the Theorem of BerryyEsseen and Lemma 1, we have for sufficiently 
large n 
@CO) Plql - P(S,T co, 4n) 
s I 3c,(n- *)I#‘+ I.2 [)/I l‘ ul UC,r c.5+ I ) du-s * Ils14v:n-112 J;; 
i.e., (1 ) is proved. 
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5. AUXILIARY LEMMATA 
In this section we collect all lemmata which are needed for the proofs of 
the results and examples of Sections 3 and 4. 
1. LEMMA. Let X, E -Y3(Rk), n E N, he i.i.d. with positive dtfinite 
covariance matrix. Then we have jar x E Rk and v, n E N +iith v < n that 
w+F,, ,,(&-&%4) 
is a version qf P(S,* d x 1 ,ti,,). 
Proqc Direct computation. 
2. LEMMA. Let A’, E 9’?([w”), n E N, he i.i.d. with covariance matrix I. Let 
f: Rk+ [-l,l] h e a Berry-Esseen function. Then there exists a constant 
c = c(k) such that for v < n 
Proof: According to Lemma 1 we have that for v <n 
is a version of P( S,* < x I,&,,). Therefore 
,I----- / 
P(f-W4)=i‘.fW,, vjJ~d-~-~&S:). 
Hence we obtain 
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Since f is a Berry-Esseen function Lemma 4 implies 
~~+‘[l-~+~IS:i]. 
i.e., the assertion. 
3. LEMMA. Let A’,, E .J&(R), n E N, he i.i.d. with positive variance. Then 
there exist a universal constant c and a constant c(Po X, ) such that 
Q(O) P(B) - P(S,* 6 0, B) 3 c Jiji aP(B) 
fa~c(PoX,), BEADY with Bc (S:3a} andka2<n, 1 dkdn/2. 
Proof The proof runs similar to the proof of Lemma 4 in [4]. 
4. LEMMA. There exists a constant c= c(k) such that for each 
measurable function f: lRk + [ - 1, + 1 ] 
for O<a< 1, hEIRk. 
Proqfi It suffices to show that 
(f(ax)-f(x))%.,(dx) 641 -a) for O<a<l (1) 
I * 
I! 
(f(x + h) -f’(x)) @,,,(dx) < cl4 for bEIRk. (2) 
Ad ( 1). W.1.g. a 3 4 (choose c 3 4). We have 
and hence 
Therefore it suffices to find constants c,, c2 such that for $ d a < 1, y E Rk 
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Let y E Rk be fixed and put 
1 
g(a) = a” ‘PO,/ 
1 
( j 
a Y - cpOJ(Y) for i<a<l. 
As g( 1) = 0, we obtain from the mean value theorem 
Is(a)I 6 (1 -a) SUP lg’(5)l. 
1;2<5s1 
Furthermore 
(4) 
(5) 
Now (4) and (5) imply (3). 
Ad (2). Let w.1.g. Jbl 6 1. We have 
I!’ 
Cfb + b) -f(x)1 @o,,(dx) = j” f(x)Cvo,Ax - h) - cpo,,(x)l dx 
I I 
G s I’po,,(x - b) - cpo,Ax)l dx. (6) 
Using the mean value theorem and .C (1/2)1z12 < c-(1/2,(1x1 - I)‘, for lx1 > 1 and 
7~ [x - 6, x], we obtain i 
I’Po,,(X-b) - cpo,,(x)l 6 Ibl sup IdI,,(z)l 
zErr ~h,r] 
= Ihl SUP IZI cpo.,(z) 
zE rr-h..r] 
G l4(lxl + 1) SUP ‘PO,,(Z) 
zE[x--b,r] 
dIbl(lxl + l){l.(x)+e-“‘2)c’r’ I)*} (7) 
where E= {zEIW~: IzI Gl}. Now (6) and (7) imply (2). 
5. LEMMA. Let 1 < r < CC and cp E Yr(R). Let do c & be a sub-o-field of 
d and q, an s8,-measurable function with 
Ilcp - cpoll, = d,(cp, 4,). 
Then 
lI’pollr~~llcpIIr. 
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Proof: Let Q: m x %Fs, + [0, 1 ] be a regular conditional distribution of cp 
given db. It is well known that p,(w) is for P-a.a. UE!S a median of the 
p-measure Q( , o) 1 .%!I (see [ 51). Hence 
lv+,(~)l6 2 j I-4 Q(dx, a) P-a.e. 
Then the convexity inequality implies 
h(~)l’6 2’ i‘ 1.~1’ Q(dx, 0) P-a.e. (1) 
As j Cj M’Q(d x, wj) P(do)=s Iv(o)1 P(do), integration of (1) yields the 
assertion. 
6. LEMMA. Let s > 3 and X, E YS( Rk), n E N, be i.i.d. with P(X,) = 0 and 
covariance matrix I. Then there exists a constant c = c(s, k) such that 
P{IS,*/>t)<c p5 t’& - 2)/2 for all t > 0 with t2 3 (S - 1) lg n. 
Proof Apply Theorem 17.11 of [ 1 ] to i.i.d. random variables with 
CovX,=Zand 6=1. 
7. LEMMA. Let s> 2 and let X,,E~“(R~), nE N, be i.i.d. with P[X,] =0 
and covariance matrix I. Then there exists a constant c = c(s, k) such that 
ProoJ For k = 1 use Theorem 2 of [2, p. 3561 and apply the proof of 
Corollary 2 of [2, p. 3571. The case k > 1 follows directly from the case 
k= 1. 
8. LEMMA. Let X,, E &(R) be i.i.d. with positive variance such that 
PO X, = P 0 ( -X, ) and P 0 X, is nonatomic. Then we have for all a > 0 and 
r,nEN 
P(S,*~O,S,*~a)~tP(S,*~a). 
Proof: It suffices to show 
P(S,*~O,S,*3a)dP(S,*>O,S,*3a). 
The case r = n is trivial. The cases r < n and r > n follow by using Lemma 1. 
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